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Electrical stimulation has been extensively applied in post-stroke motor restoration, but its
treatment mechanisms are not fully understood. Stimulation of neuromotor control system at
multiple levels manipulates the corresponding neuronal circuits and results in neuroplasticity
changes of stroke survivors. This rewires the lesioned brain and advances functional improvement.
This review addresses the therapeutic mechanisms of different stimulation modalities, such as
noninvasive brain stimulation, peripheral electrical stimulation, and other emerging techniques. The
existing applications, the latest progress, and future directions are discussed. The use of electrical
stimulation to facilitate post-stroke motor recovery presents great opportunities in terms of
targeted intervention and easy applicability. Further technical improvements and clinical studies are
required to reveal the neuromodulatory mechanisms and to enhance rehabilitation therapy
efficiency in stroke survivors and people with other movement disorders.
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Introduction
Stroke is the second leading cause of death and the leading
cause of disability worldwide, recent study showed that its disability-adjusted life year is nearly 113 million globally.1 Stroke
incidence and mortality increases with age, and for the coming
aging population, more stroke cases are expected which would
induce a severe burden on the society.2 About 20% of stroke
patients die, whereas 80% of stroke survivors experience motor
impairments contralateral to the lesioned hemisphere.3 Typical
stroke symptoms include unilateral motor weakness, limb
hemiparesis, spasticity, gait disturbance, and loss of coordination.4 More than half of stroke patients cannot fully recover
from motor impairments, and the quality of their life is substantially affected.5
Motor control is the ability to regulate mechanisms requisite

to locomotion.6 The hierarchical motor control process involves
multiple brain structures, as illustrated in Figure 1. Both the
central nervous system (including the cerebral cortex, cerebellum, brain stem, and spinal cord) and peripheral extremities are
involved in the motor control process.7,8 Corticospinal tract
(CST) derives from the sensorimotor cortex, projecting its output to spinal interneuron or motoneuron circuits. It is essentially the dominant descending pathway for the motor control
process in primates.9 The proprioceptor and other sensory inputs may transmit back to the sensorimotor cortex through the
spinal tracts.10 Motor commands are transferred from the cortex to the reticular formation in the brainstem, and further
transmitted to spinal interneuron or motoneuron circuits and
peripheral extremities via the reticulospinal tract.11 The reticulospinal tract is crucial for human locomotion, balance, and
coordination. Integrity of the motor control system is pivotal
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Figure 1. Typical electrical stimulation modalities for post-stroke motor
restoration. Finite element modeling result of transcranial electrical stimulation (tES)-induced electrical field is illustrated.

for human locomotion. Therefore, damage to sensorimotor or
higher-order brain regions results in motor impairment.12 In
such a case, rehabilitation is essential in regaining functional
improvement or restoration. Post-stroke motor restoration is
challenging due to genetic, pathophysiologic, sociodemographic, and other clinical factors.13 Hence, manipulating related
neural circuits and rewiring the lesioned brain might be critical
factors for post-stroke motor recovery.
In 1949, neuropsychologist Donald Hebb14 proposed the rule
that “Neurons that fire together, wire together.” Hebb’s rule
provided the theoretical foundations that homosynaptic and
heterosynaptic activities facilitate synaptic formation and consolidation during motor rehabilitation.14 Neuroplasticity could
be augmented through rehabilitation strategies,15,16 such as
basic task-oriented training (TOT). However, TOT alone cannot
effectively alleviate motor impairment and restore motor functions.17 Unlike pharmacological therapy, electrical stimulation
provides a more targeted intervention to damaged motor neural circuits, resulting in better functional recovery for patients
with motor impairments.18,19
Various electrical stimulation modalities have been used to
48
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promote neuroplasticity and facilitate post-stroke motor recovery in different levels of the neuromotor control system.
Tentative stimulation targets include the motor cortex, peripheral extremities, cerebellum, deep brain, vagus nerve, and other
related areas, as shown in Figure 1. Table 1 summarizes the
milestones of various electrical stimulation modalities in poststroke motor recovery, with classification, main findings, and
references listed in a chronological order. Among these protocols, noninvasive brain stimulation (NIBS) and peripheral electrical stimulation protocols have been extensively employed.
Other related stimulation protocols are still in the prefatory
laboratory or preclinical exploration stages. Figure 2 presents
an intuitive summary to Table 1, highlighting the timeline and
a brief history of typical electrical stimulation techniques in
post-stroke motor recovery. Although neural electrical stimulation was proposed nearly 60 years ago, its application in poststroke motor recovery was not actualized until the end of the
twentieth century. Markedly, the past 5 years witnessed progressive developments in electrical stimulation techniques and
availability of new interventions in post-stroke motor recovery.
Here, we provide a detailed review of multi-level electrical
stimulation-based post-stroke motor recovery summarizing the
published studies and future trends in this field.

Noninvasive brain stimulation
NIBS has been utilized as a stand-alone or supplementary rehabilitation tool in stroke related motor recovery.19 NIBS modulates
neural synaptic plasticity and motor skill acquisition beyond the
stimulation period. Such modulatory effects facilitate motor
learning and neurorehabilitation process, and further enhance
paretic limb motor function.20 NIBS modalities reviewed here include transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) or transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS), TMS is also included as it induced
electric currents through electromagnetic induction. Cerebellum
and spinal cord stimulation protocols are also discussed.

Transcranial electrical stimulation
As a representative NIBS protocol, tES modulates cortical excitability and induces CST changes lasting beyond stimulation
periods.21-23 Pioneer tES applications date back 2,000 years ago
during the Greco-Roman period. Electricity from organs of
electric fish was used to treat pain, limb paresis, and other
symptoms.24 Earlier studies with rat models demonstrated neuronal depolarization after anode electrical stimulation.25 Modern noninvasive transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS)
studies began at the end of the 20th century.26,27
Noninvasive tES is powered by battery-based electrical cirhttps://doi.org/10.5853/jos.2019.03027
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Table 1. Milestones of various electrical stimulation modalities in post-stroke motor recovery
Representative studies

Stimulation modalities

Key findings

Reference

Noninvasive brain stimulation
tES

TMS

Cerebellar and spinal cord stimulation

ES induced neuronal depolarization in rats

Bindman et al. (1962)25

Conventional tDCS modulation effects of motor excitability in healthy
subjects

Priori et al. (1998)26,
Nitsche et al. (2000)27

tDCS facilitates post-stroke motor recovery

Hummel et al. (2005)49

High definition tDCS with increase focality

Borckardt et al. (2012)28

Network-based tDCS targeting multiple-area

Fischer et al. (2017)57

Online closed-loop EEG-tDCS

Leite et al. (2017)59

In vivo neuronal circuits modulated by tDCS for human and rats

Vöröslakos et al. (2018)44

Gait-synchronized tACS

Koganemaru et al. (2019)61

TMS influence on healthy motor cortex

Barker et al. (1985)63

rTMS cortical excitability effects in healthy

Maeda et al. (2000)67

rTMS in post-stroke motor recovery

Takeuchi et al. (2005)68

PAS increase MEP in healthy subjects

Fratello et al. (2006)74

TBS applications in healthy subjects

Huang et al. (2007)72

Unknown rTMS parameters in stroke, review

Hao et al. (2013)76

Multi-locus TMS to increase targeting

Koponen et al. (2018)82

Cerebellar tDCS influence CBI in healthy

Galea et al. (2009)88

Cerebellar tDCS to improve motor skill learning and adaptation in healthy Doppelmayr et al. (2016)90,
Erfmann (2018)89
Cerebellar tACS and stroke neuroplasticity

Naro et al. (2016)93

Cerebellar tDCS in stroke standing balance

Zandvliet et al. (2018)91, (2019)92

Combined effect of spinal tDCS, robot training, and cerebellar/cortical
tDCS

Picelli et al. (2015)97, (2018)98,
(2019)99

FES in post-stroke hemiplegic gaiting

Liberson et al. (1961)105

Implanted NMES system

Peckham et al. (1988)106

Myoelectric control of NMES

Cauraugh et al. (2000)110

BCI control of NMES

Meng et al. (2008)109

Invasive BCI-NMES with fine movement

Bouton et al. (2016)119

High density NMES to allow fine control

Annetta et al. (2019)120

TENS for pain relief

Augustinsson et al. (1977)122

TENS for stroke sensorimotor functions

Peurala et al. (2002)124

TENS in post-stroke motor recovery, review

Grant et al. (2018)129

DBS in limb paresis after stroke

Phillips et al. (2000)138

DBS for DTC pathway in stroke

Machado et al. (2012)143

Noninvasive interference DBS

Grossman et al. (2017)145

Cerebellar DBS-based post-stroke motor recovery, review

Wathen et al. (2018)144

ECS in rat stroke model

Brown et al. (2006)147

Phase I, II clinical trials in stroke patients

Levy et al. (2008)149, (2016)150

Array focal cortical stimulation

Yang et al. (2017)155

Peripheral electrical stimulation
NMES

TENS

Emerging electrical stimulation techniques
DBS

ECS
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Table 1. Continued
Representative studies

Stimulation modalities

Key findings

VNS

Reference

Invasive VNS in stroke rat model

Khodaparast et al. (2013)164

Noninvasive VNS in stroke rat model

Ay et al. (2016)167

tES, transcranial electrical stimulation; ES, electrical stimulation; tDCS, transcranial direct current stimulation; EEG, electroencephalogram; tACS, transcranial
alternating current stimulation; TMS, transcranial magnetic stimulation; rTMS, repetitive TMS; PAS, paired associative stimulation; MEP, motor evoked potential; TBS, theta burst stimulation; CBI, cerebellar brain inhibition; NMES, neuromuscular electrical stimulation; FES, functional electrical stimulation; BCI, brain
computer interface; TENS, transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation; DBS, deep brain stimulation; DTC, dentatothalamocortical; ECS, epidural cortical stimulation; VNS, vagus nerve stimulation.
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Figure 2. Timeline and brief history of representative electrical stimulation techniques in post-stroke motor recovery. Each dot represents one typical finding as
shown in Table 1, different color indicates different stimulation modality. x-axis, year in sequence, before 2000, each tick means 20 years, after 2000, each tick
means 5 years; y-axis, different electrical stimulation techniques. tES, transcranial electrical stimulation; TMS, transcranial magnetic stimulation; NMES, neuromuscular electrical stimulation; TENS, transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation; DBS, deep brain stimulation; ECS, epidural cortical stimulation; VNS, vagus
nerve stimulation; tDCS, transcranial direct current stimulation; tACS, transcranial alternating current stimulation; EEG, electroencephalogram; rTMS, repetitive
TMS; PAS, paired associative stimulation; TBS, theta burst stimulation; CBI, cerebellar brain inhibition; BCI, brain computer interface; DTC, dentatothalamocortical.

cuits, the generated low-amplitude currents penetrate the skull
and influence the brain area underneath stimulation sites. tES
modifies transmembrane neuronal potential and further modulates cortical excitability. Essentially, tES with different parameter settings induces different modulation effects.24 A conventional tES system comprises a conductive rubber pad-based
tES (5×7 cm, for example), while the newer high definition
50
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(HD) tES with small ring-based electrodes has better focality
and outperforms the conventional settings.28,29 Typical tES
comprises tDCS and transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS). tACS utilizes sinusoidal current with different
stimulation frequencies and evokes cortical activations. Studies
have reported that different stimulation frequencies lead to
different modulatory effects. For instance, 10 Hz tACS enhanchttps://doi.org/10.5853/jos.2019.03027
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es motor learning significantly,30 20 Hz tACS decreases beta
band cortico-muscular coupling in finger tapping tasks,31 while
1 to 5 kHz range tACS increases motor cortex excitability.32
Further studies are needed to translate tACS into clinical applications. Other versions of tES including transcranial random
noise stimulation and transcranial pulsed current stimulation
are not commonly used in stroke rehabilitation yet.
As the most frequently used tES modality, tDCS employs weak
direct electrical current stimulation (around 0.5 to 2 mA) with
two or more electrodes placed on the primary motor cortex (M1)
or its neighboring area for post-stroke motor recovery. Modulation after-effects of 10 to 20 minutes stimulation could last for
about 30 to 40 minutes depending on the stimulation settings.24
Such stimulation induces polarity-dependent neural modulatory
effects. Anode and cathode stimulation enhances and inhibits
motor excitability, respectively.33 Particularly, tDCS induced persistent bidirectional modification of post-synaptic connections is
similar to long-term potentiation (LTP, anode) and long-term depression (LTD, cathode).24 At the neuron level, tDCS generates
glutamatergic plasticity with a modulatory effect on neurotransmitters and ion channels, including N-methyl-D-aspartate glutamate, and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF).
Pioneer study found that tDCS induced motor evoked potentials (MEPs) changes with TMS, which allows for reproducible
measurement of cortical excitability.27 Other electrophysiological, hemodynamic, and neurophysiological measurement tools
including functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),34 and
functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS)35 have been utilized to scrutinize modulatory effects of tDCS. Additionally, the
immediate modulation effects of tDCS on task-specific brain
oscillation have been explored using electroencephalogram
(EEG), electromyogram (EMG), and local field potential.36-38
These studies reported that tDCS modulates motor control process and induces cortical excitability changes. Moreover, tDCS
fosters external limb properties of leg tibialis anterior muscle
pinching, voluntary paretic ankle control, and isometric contraction myoelectric control.39-41 In addition to local modulatory
effects underneath the stimulation area, tDCS also modulates
regions distant from stimulation sites by influencing motor-related neural synchrony, including cortical connectivity, corticospinal excitability, and cortico-muscular coupling. For instance,
anode tDCS over left M1 facilitated cortical synchronization in
the alpha and lower bands of the frontal and parieto-occipital
cortex, the high gamma frequency bands of the motor cortex,42
and increased functional coupling of EEG rhythms in the sensorimotor cortex.43 In vivo intracellular and extracellular measurements illustrated that neuronal circuits are instantaneously influenced by electrical stimulation in rats and human cadaver
https://doi.org/10.5853/jos.2019.03027

brains in situ.44 An recent study reported that anode HD-tDCS
could promote cortico-muscular coherence in chronic stroke
subjects,45 suggesting an enhanced cortico-muscular communication after HD-tDCS. Using diffusion MRI, tDCS strengthens
the descending corticospinal pathway from M1 to target muscles during brain computer interface (BCI)-based stroke rehabilitation with increased CST integrity.46 In addition to modulating
functional plasticity, recent evidence suggested that tDCS induces structural plasticity and physiological BDNF expressions.47
Post-stroke motor recovery relies on neuroplasticity and
brain reorganization. Such reorganization appears in the ipsilesional motor cortex, contralesional area, or deep brain regions.48 tDCS was first applied in post-stroke motor recovery in
2005,49 and has thereafter been extensively utilized.22,50,51 These
bench-to-bedside studies have provided evidences that tDCS
and task-specific motor training contributed to long-term
post-stroke motor learning and recovery. Stroke focal lesion
disrupts the balanced interhemispheric inhibition, with the
over-inhibition of ipsilesional hemisphere preventing paretic
limbs from acquiring better recovery.52 However, such interhemispheric competition models are still under scrutiny, a bimodal balance-recovery model was proposed for guiding neurorehabilitation in 2014.53 tDCS is currently employed in either
inhibiting the contralesional hemisphere or exciting the lesioned hemisphere, simultaneous stimulation of bilateral hemispheres has also been attempted.54 Such tDCS induced neuroplasticity could induce a long-lasting motor enhancement and
recovery. Although several clinical experiments assessing the
functional role of tDCS in post-stroke motor recovery have
concluded with promising results, no consensus has been
reached on its therapeutic efficacy from randomized controlled
trials.22,23,55 Intra-subject and inter-subject variability of response might limit the wide application of tDCS in stroke subjects. Large-scale, well-designed Phase III clinical trials and indepth understanding of tDCS modulatory mechanisms will enhance tDCS-based rehabilitation efficiency. In addition, biophysical models could predict treatment efficacy, elucidating
the underlying mechanisms in different levels of post-stroke
recovery. Several preliminary theoretical frameworks have been
proposed towards understanding the effects of tES on neurorehabilitation.56 Future studies should provide more personalized
and reliable models of tDCS-based neurorehabilitation.
tES electrode placement and the corresponding electric fields
could also influence modulation results. Recent advancements
in multichannel network-based tDCS showed better modulatory effects as compared to 2 to 5 channel tDCS in healthy subjects, indicating better tools for future stroke rehabilitation
studies.57 In addition, it is imperative to employ computational
http://j-stroke.org
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modeling in obtaining optimized stimulation settings for individual stroke subjects, factoring in the impact of stroke lesion
and the heterogeneity of brain anatomy.58 A recent closed-loop
EEG-tDCS system introduced online control of electrical stimulation with promising clinical applications.59 To enable simultaneous stimulation and artifact-free recordings, advanced artifact removal strategies are required.60 Moreover, a recent pilot
study reported that gait-synchronized tACS could facilitate
gait recovery in stroke patients.61 When developing and advancing these state-of-art techniques, it will be vital to evaluate their reliability with large sample size randomized controlled clinical trials. Such systems will provide a blueprint on
future rehabilitation applications.

Transcranial magnetic stimulation
TMS induces a transient time-varying magnetic field perpendicular to the stimulation coil, which further produces electric
currents parallel to the coil underneath the cortical tissues.
Electromagnetic induction results in focused electrical currents,
further inducing neuronal depolarization and propagation of
action potentials.62 Barker et al.63 introduced TMS as a potential neuromodulation tool on the human motor cortex, TMS
has since then been utilized for either physiological measurement or neuromodulation depending on stimulation settings.64
Single-pulse and paired-pulse TMS could measure the neurophysiological properties like MEPs and intracortical excitability.65,66 Repetitive TMS (rTMS) and patterned TMS modulate cortical excitability beyond stimulation period depending on stimulation settings.52,67 High-frequency rTMS (usually ≥5 Hz) excites the brain, while low-frequency rTMS (≤1 Hz) inhibits cortical excitability. Modulation of stroke related neural circuitry
and cortical substrates implies potential applications of rTMS
in post-stroke rehabilitation.
Several studies have investigated the functional role of rTMS
in motor recovery in stroke subjects.68,69 Like tES, rTMS influences neuroplasticity from synaptic connections similar to LTP
and LTD process. It modulates the imbalanced interhemispheric
inhibition between hemispheres, by either inhibiting the contralesional hemisphere or exciting the lesioned hemisphere.54
Excitatory rTMS could facilitate synchronicity of neural firing
of ipsilesional cortical regions and further harness neuroplasticity following a stroke. Additional corticospinal pathways could
also be activated and adjacent lesion areas could be recruited.70
Due to potential risk of rTMS-induced seizure in stroke patients,71 it is necessary to follow a strict screening process before conducting rTMS-based clinical trials. Simple rTMS induces modulatory effects for a few minutes, while theta burst
stimulation (TBS) with subthreshold high-frequency stimula52
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tion (for example, 50 Hz) induce modulation for about 30 to 60
minutes, the intermittent TBS promotes while continuous pattern inhibits cortical activity, respectively.72 When magnetic
stimulus on the contralateral M1 was paired with peripheral
nerve stimulus, it presented as a potential therapeutic intervention tool for post-stroke recovery.73 For such paired associative stimulation (PAS), M1 corticospinal excitability was modulated by the repeated pairing of the two stimuli, and the modulatory effects were linked to the interstimulus interval.74
Though numerous rTMS-based clinical trials have been conducted, there is no consensus on the adjunct therapeutic effects of rTMS. Therefore, the clinical applications of rTMS in
post-stroke motor recovery are limited.75,76 Moreover, randomized controlled trials on stroke subjects were still lacking, and
adjuvant use of rTMS with constraint-induced therapy showed
no significant enhancement in an exploratory randomized clinical trial.77 Optimal protocols and stimulation parameter settings differ across subjects.78 Randomized controlled clinical
trials with large sample size are required to determine the
long-term and therapeutic effects of rTMS. Combination of
rTMS with other intervention techniques could enhance poststroke motor recovery. Nevertheless, many neurophysiological
processes following a stroke are involved in rTMS-based rehabilitation. In addition, the underlying mechanisms of rTMS
neural circuit modulation remain only partially understood,
greatly limiting the wide application of rTMS in post-stroke
motor recovery. Computational modeling could be valuable in
providing insights on fundamental cause and effect principles.
Cortical networks and corticospinal changes following rTMS
could be investigated by multimodal neurophysiological measures in animal models and a wide variety of stroke patients.79-81 Recent advancements in multi-locus TMS could
contribute to individualized multiple-region stimulation therapy and further enhance neuroplasticity.82

Cerebellar and spinal cord stimulation
The cerebellum is a vital structure in movement control and
coordination, including balance maintenance, gait, and fine
motor skills.83 It is connected to M1, premotor, prefrontal, and
other cerebral regions. The cerebellum is an essential part of
error-based motor learning process, and the LTD-like plasticity
of Purkinje cells in the cerebellum is associated with Hebbian
learning.84 Cerebellar activities depend on the descending inputs from the contralateral cerebrum, and the ascending inputs
from the cerebellum provide feedback to M1. Therefore, the
cerebellum is involved in synchronization of both sensory input
and motor output.85 Additionally, cerebellar excitability is correlated to motor adaptation in healthy and stroke subjects, imhttps://doi.org/10.5853/jos.2019.03027
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plying that its neuroplasticity in sensorimotor learning could
boost motor recovery.86 Not all stroke subjects can acquire motor recovery with noninvasive cortical stimulation. Alternatively, cerebellar tES shows promise in motor rehabilitation in
stroke patients with a lesion in the cerebellum and other related regions.87
Pioneer cerebellar tDCS study investigated polarity-dependent modulation effects of cerebello-brain connectivity (cerebellar brain inhibition [CBI]) on healthy subjects, both anode
and cathode stimulation protocols were effective in changing
motor performance. Cathode stimulation results in decreased
CBI by enhanced LTD of Purkinje cells, but did not induce M1
or corticospinal changes.88 A single cerebellar tDCS training
session for swallowing skill was sufficient to improve swallowing performance in healthy subjects, but it was not enough for
stroke patients with dysphagia.89 Furthermore, cerebellar HDtDCS facilitated motor adaptation in healthy subjects, whereas
HD-tDCS on M1 could not have such effects.90 In another
proof-of-concept study, short-term contralesional cerebellar
tDCS promoted standing balance performance in chronic stroke
patients.91,92 Nevertheless, randomized controlled trials with a
larger sample size are necessary to resolve inter-individual differences in the therapeutic interventions. To achieve qualitative
functional improvements, optimal timing and dosage should
also be determined. Further studies employing neuroimaging
techniques are necessary to unravel the underlying neuromodulation effects following a stroke. In a study by Naro et al.,93
different cerebellar tACS protocols resulted in different
CBI-sustaining Purkinje cell responses, affecting neuroplasticity
of specific cerebellar pathways. Although several studies have
been conducted, therapeutic applications of cerebellar stimulation are still in preliminary stages. Future studies should investigate the functional role of cerebellar stimulation in the
corticospinal and corticobulbar motor control process. Moreover, cerebellar stimulation electrical flow, its corresponding
modulatory effects and long-term impacts should be thoroughly evaluated.
The spinal cord contains neuronal circuits, mediating locomotion activities and segmental spinal reflexes. It is a bidirectional
integration center for descending motor and ascending sensory
feedback signals.94 Unlike tES, investigation on spinal cord stimulation in post-stroke motor recovery began in the recent decade. Spinal cord stimulation can modulate both the local and
distal neural circuits, and induce neurophysiological and behavioral changes.95,96 To investigate the combined effects of transcutaneous spinal direct current stimulation (tsDCS) on cortical
tDCS or cerebellar tDCS, Picelli et al.97-99 conducted several double-blinded, randomized controlled gait training clinical trials.
https://doi.org/10.5853/jos.2019.03027

Anode tDCS combined with cathode tsDCS enhanced the effect
of robot-assisted gait training (RAGT) in chronic stroke patients,
larger enhancement in gait cadence was identified with anode
tDCS+cathode thoracic tsDCS as compared to after tDCS or tsDCS alone.97 Similarly, cathode cerebellar tDCS+tsDCS+RAGT
resulted in higher improvements in walking capacity and gait
cadence in chronic ischemic stroke and supratentorial stroke
patients.98,99 Though several clinical trials have been conducted,
the rationale of tsDCS in stroke patients and the mechanism of
spinal locomotion control remain unclear. Future studies should
elucidate the mechanism of tsDCS modulation effects on the
local spinal, supra-spinal, and intracortical motor control process. tsDCS could provide a potential therapeutic tool in various
movement disorders.

Peripheral electrical stimulation
Peripheral electrical stimulation has been investigated for more
than half of a century to activate bladder voiding, to relieve
pelvic pain and other symptoms. Neuromuscular electrical
stimulation (NMES) has mainly two forms in motor rehabilitation after stroke, particularly, functional electrical stimulation
(FES) has been used to facilitate voluntary movement, while
therapeutic electrical stimulation was used for strengthening
muscle, reducing spasticity, and inducing motor recovery in
paralyzed stroke patients.13,19 Transcutaneous electrical nerve
stimulation (TENS) on the nerves also enhanced neural motor
control and paretic limb functions in stroke subjects.100

Neuromuscular electrical stimulation
NMES utilizes short external electrical pulses to excite the peripheral nerves by modulating neuron hyperpolarization or depolarization. It generates muscle contractions through the skin
surface, percutaneous or implanted electrodes.13 Typical NMES
parameters include the pulse frequency (10 to 100 Hz), amplitude (10 to 120 ms), and pulse width (200 µs to 1 ms). NMES
of higher frequencies generates larger forces, but quickly leads
to muscle fatigue and fast reduction of contraction force.101
Wider pulse widths induces more pronounced cortical and
muscular responses.102
Although stroke subjects cannot voluntarily move their affected limbs or generate muscle contractions similar to healthy
subjects, their spinal motor neurons are intact and excitable.103
NMES intervention provides a supplementary or replacement
tool for stroke patients to move paretic limbs.104 Pioneering
study in 1961 demonstrated the feasibility of FES applications
in hemiplegic gait performance.105 Moreover, implanted NMES
hand neuroprosthesis was invented in 1988 for quadriplegic
http://j-stroke.org
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patients.106 NMES is effective in increasing muscle strength, relieving pain, decreasing muscle spasticity, and promoting poststroke motor control and physical rehabilitation.101,107,108 A
closed-loop NMES system could also contribute to the motor
recovery process. Here, cortical or muscular signals were used
as control signals for either motor intention decoding or triggers.107,109-113 However, previous studies showed heterogeneous
rehabilitation results with not enough subjects. Translation of
the available research findings into clinical practice is still at
its infancy. Several clinical trials have been conducted to examine the supplemental rehabilitation effects of NMES. For instance, systematic reviews and meta-analyses have concluded
that EMG-NMES on upper limbs could promote functional recovery following chronic stroke and can readily be integrated
into clinical practice.113 Future studies should conduct randomized control trials with larger sample size and with different
patient characteristics to examine the rehabilitation efficiency
of NMES in lower limb applications. More efficient stimulation
protocols and rehabilitation strategies for individual subjects
may further increase NMES therapeutic effects.
The underlying mechanisms of NMES in post-stroke motor
recovery are only partially understood. Previously, motor stimulation has been focused to the muscle and motoneuron of the
paretic limbs, and there is evidence that it could induce plasticity at the spinal levels.114 It is proved recently that peripheral
stimulation has central modulation effects. NMES also induces
cortical plasticity by modulating the ascending pathways
through the Ia muscle fiber afferents.102,115,116 Additionally, somatosensory inputs to the motor cortex are essential for motor
learning and control, and play critical roles in the motor recovery process.100,117 NMES above the motor threshold increases
excitability of corticomotor pathway by activating sensory axons and recruiting synaptic motoneurons and motor reflex.115
In a previous study, the cortico-muscular coherence in the
NMES group was significantly higher in stroke patients when
compared with the control group after 8 weeks NMES and motor training.100 Moreover, interaction of NMES in dynamic
movements could facilitate understanding of post-stroke motor rehabilitation mechanisms in the physical world, and foster
to its wide applications in stroke survivors.118
Previous studies primarily used standardized stimulation settings. It is necessary to investigate more optimized NMES paradigms considering muscle/cortical responses in different motor
tasks and subjects. Recent progress in BCI could also assist
NMES-based prosthetic systems through the brain.119 Additionally, advancements of HD noninvasive NMES system in tetraplegia
could allow for precise motor control of hand movement, and
further benefit stroke patients.120 The latest inventions in electri54
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cal muscle stimulation including the self-powered triboelectric
nanogenerator could facilitate deployment of sustainable therapeutic interventions.121 However, randomized controlled trials are
needed to evaluate the clinical reliability of such therapeutic interventions. Through deliberate efforts, these techniques could
be translated into practical clinical applications.

Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation
From the early 1970s, TENS has been extensively used for pain
relief by modulating the descending pain inhibitory systems.122
In addition, TENS could effectively facilitate functional performance in hemiplegic patients123 and sensorimotor function
restoration in chronic stroke patients.124 When TENS was combined with TOT in a randomized clinical trial, it enhanced voluntary lower limb movement for chronic stroke subjects.125
Moreover, home-based TENS with trunk training increased
trunk muscle strength and motor control after stroke.126 Sensory stimulation with TENS promoted motor recovery therapeutic
effects when combined with active rehabilitation training, the
force production of ankle dorsiflexors was enhanced.127 Stimulation over peripheral nerves induced sensation along nerves
and activated the related cortical area. Furthermore, a recent
study showed that bilateral TENS applied over common peroneal nerve combined with TOT was superior to unilateral TENS
with TOT in stroke paretic ankle dorsiflexion tasks.128 However,
no consensus was reached owing to contradictory rehabilitation results across different TENS intensity. This necessitates
evaluation of the underlying therapeutic mechanisms and optimization of efficient stimulus settings.129
A previous study manifested that cortical neuroplasticity
could be induced by sensory input of TENS, which further influenced functional reorganization in brain regions adjacent to
the stroke lesion.130 Decreased hyperexcitability of alpha motor
neurons producing spastic ankle plantarflexor movement resulted from enhanced presynaptic inhibition after TENS.131
Similarly, reduction of intracortical inhibition was reported after TENS, with significant enhancement in upper limb functional score.132 Additionally, a 40-minute TENS over paretic
median nerve can enhance gamma-band cortico-muscular
coupling strength and modulate the CST.133 A recent fNIRS
study showed that median nerve electrical stimulation induced
ipsilesional prefrontal functional network changes and enhanced residual functions of paretic hands.134 Nevertheless, the
detailed TENS modulatory mechanisms in motor recovery are
still limited. This calls for further studies to elucidate the modulation mechanisms of neuroplasticity. In addition, randomized
controlled trials with larger sample sizes should be conducted
to assess the therapeutic effects of TENS.
https://doi.org/10.5853/jos.2019.03027
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Emerging electrical stimulation
techniques
In addition to NIBS and peripheral electrical stimulation protocols, invasive neurostimulation techniques emerged as potential rehabilitation strategies in the recent decade.135 The current
invasive neurostimulation strategies for improving post-stroke
motor recovery are mainly based on preliminary animal models.
Thus, further research is necessary to test the clinical performance of such invasive neurostimulation strategies. Similar to
noninvasive neurostimulation modalities, invasive stimulation
tools also harness neuroplasticity, facilitate functional reorganization of brain regions, and ultimately promote clinical improvements of contralateral paretic limbs. Representative invasive neurostimulation modalities are summarized in the following section, including deep brain stimulation (DBS), epidural
electrical stimulation, and vagus nerve stimulation (VNS).

Deep brain stimulation
DBS utilizes stimulating electrodes implanted deep into the
brain. DBS was previously used to treat various movement disorders including essential tremor, Parkinson’s disease, dystonia,
and other related symptoms.136 It modulates local or remote
brain regions depending on the parameter and target settings.
DBS stimulates impaired neural circuits, thereby enhancing
cortical network plasticity and facilitating functional reorganization of the perilesional cortex.137
As for post-stroke related motor deficits, DBS-based poststroke rehabilitation directly modulates deep brain regions
which has shown great promise in resolving the limitations of
previous noninvasive electrical stimulation settings. Though
lacking systematic randomized clinical trials and conclusive
explanation, for a stroke patient with motor weakness and
spasticity, voluntary upper limb movement was improved following DBS intervention.138 Targeted stimulation was applied
at posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) or its neighboring area, where somatotopically organized CST fibers descend.
PLIC transfers cortical information from M1 to motor neurons
in the spinal cord.139 Therefore, DBS at PLIC possibly activated
the descending neurons and further facilitate motor rehabilitation. Medial interhemispheric fissure area is responsible for
lower limb cortical control, some of lower limb related cortical
regions are deep inside and cannot be easily stimulated using
noninvasive stimulation modalities. Invasive DBS could therefore be useful in recovering motor functions in stroke patients
with lower limb impairment.140
The cerebral cortex and cerebellum are connected through
the cerebro-ponto-cerebellar (CPC) and dentatothalamocortihttps://doi.org/10.5853/jos.2019.03027

cal (DTC) pathways. Cross cerebellar diaschisis results from CPC
tract disruption following a stroke, with an impact on residual
motor functions.141 Dentate nucleus, the largest deep cerebellar
nuclei, receives input from the lateral cerebellar hemisphere
and CPC tract. Its primary outputs are transferred to the thalamus and the motor regions through the DTC tract.142 Cerebellar
DBS at the dentate nucleus manipulates the DTC pathway,
thereby facilitating motor recovery following ischemic stroke.143
Wathen et al.144 reviewed the latest advancements, theoretical
foundations, rodent preclinical experiments, and current clinical trials in cerebellar DBS-based motor recovery following
ischemic stroke. Results from preclinical and Phase I clinical
trial underscored a therapeutic role of cerebellar DBS. Advanced Phase II and Phase III human clinical trials are needed
to validate this effect. Moreover, the underlying modulation
mechanisms of DBS should be illustrated exhaustively. A
closed-loop DBS system could allow for real-time measurement of neurophysiological properties with enhanced precision
of electrical stimulation.
Despite demonstrated benefit of DBS therapy, its application
in post-stroke motor recovery is still limited owing to the risk
involved in invasive surgery. Recent advancements in noninvasive DBS via temporally interfering electric fields stimulate
deep neurons in the brain of a living mouse.145 Such noninvasive DBS could pave the way for potential treatment of poststroke motor recovery and other movement disorders.146 Future
studies should explore new techniques and translate them into
practical applications.

Epidural cortical stimulation
One of the main limitations of NIBS is that only about 25% of
current penetrates deep into the brain to induce cortical excitability changes. The rest of the current is attenuated by the skin,
skull, and subcutaneous tissues.44 This reduces the resolution and
efficiency of stimulation. Invasive stimulation addresses this
challenge by delivering currents directly to the ipsilesional periinfarct cortices like the M1, with modulatory effects similar to
that of noninvasive tES modalities. Neuroplasticity could be enhanced through electrical neurostimulation, further inducing
neuronal reorganization and functional improvements. Epidural
cortical stimulation (ECS) has been paired concurrently with
physical rehabilitation training to foster stroke functional recovery.135 ECS applied on ipsilesional brain in rodent models, Phase I
and II clinical trials have demonstrated its safety and efficacy in
motor recovery.147-149 However, Phase III clinical trials did not
show significant functional score improvement.150 This should be
attributed to the diverse stimulation site, lesion geometry, the
inherent differences between animal and human experiments,
http://j-stroke.org
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and inviable descending motor pathways.151 Intact corticothalamic or CST fibers are essential factors influencing stimulation
efficacy. Future studies should optimize electrical distribution
and timing of stimulation.
There is no consensus on the placement of epidural stimulation. In rats with CST lesion, epidural stimulation on contralesional M1 restored motor functions by promoting CST sprouting based ipsilateral control.152 Moreover, premotor stimulation
could be an alternative target for impaired M1.153 In an ischemic rodent model, distributed stimulation showed better motor recovery compared to focal M1 stimulation.154 Such inconsistent stimulation placement settings might relate to the unclear rationale behind. Progress in microelectrode arrays underpins the prospective application in motor recovery with precise stimulation and real-time neurophysiological monitoring.155,156 This highlights crucial factors influencing post-stroke
rehabilitation. Subsequent studies should employ the new
techniques in post-stroke motor restoration.

Vagus nerve stimulation
Vagus nerve regulates different physiological functions and
pathways, including inflammation, cerebral blood flow, glutamate excitotoxicity, and other neurotrophic processes.157 The
vagus nerve comprises 80% sensory afferent fibers that carry
information from the peripheral system to the brain, and 20%
motor efferent fibers that perform autonomous functions.158
Several complex cascades of processes in early stroke are influenced by afferent and efferent pathways of the vagus nerve.159
VNS is a potential tool for subacute stroke recovery owing to
its anti-inflammatory and neuromodulators releasing properties.160,161
Invasive VNS is normally 0.25 to 3 mA, equipped with bipolar
electrodes placed underneath the chest skin and the left vagus
nerve.162 Studies with ischemic rat models have demonstrated
safety and feasibility of using VNS in post-stroke motor recovery.163,164 Coupled with rehabilitation training, VNS significantly
promoted forelimb functional movement.164,165 VNS was also
effective in facilitating long-lasting recovery and structural
plasticity in corticospinal motor networks in rat models, with a
resultant increased connectivity to forelimb muscles.166 Moreover, noninvasive VNS on cervical vagus nerve significantly decreased infarct volume, enhanced clinical scores and strength
of forelimb grip following middle cerebral artery occlusion in
rat models.167 The aforementioned VNS studies were still in
preliminary stages and focused on animal models with small
sample sizes. Further studies are required to investigate the
functional role of VNS in motor restoration and validate its
therapeutic effects in human.
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Summary and future directions
Electrical stimulation has been widely applied to facilitate
post-stroke motor recovery, but the modulatory mechanisms
are not fully understood yet. Electrical stimulation manipulates
corresponding neuronal circuits, which induces neuroplasticity
changes that correlate with functional motor improvement.
This nascent review lays the foundation for harnessing neuroplasticity of prospective electrical stimulation techniques to
restore motor functions in stroke patients. NIBS and peripheral
electrical stimulation are most frequently applied. Among the
central-oriented approaches, NIBS protocols are the most convenient cortical stimulation, but their applications are limited
by low stimulation resolution, non-optimized stimulation settings, and inter-subject variability. Peripheral electrical stimulation on the muscles and nerves induces corticospinal neuroplasticity, which influences cortical reorganization and functional recovery. Going forward, the performance of these two
stimulation protocols requires further development. Specifically, optimized stimulation settings should be explored to enhance the motor recovery efficiency. Other emerging techniques, such as invasive brain stimulation tools for DBS and
epidural stimulation, are limited by the high surgical risks to
human stroke subjects, but its development would indeed address the limitation of noninvasive settings. Currently, protocols
that accelerate post-stroke motor recovery by vagus stimulation are still in the elementary preclinical studies and worth
efforts subsequently.
The recovery of motor function after stroke is influenced by
the timing, targeting, stimulation intensity, other stimulation parameter settings, suitable experimental designs, and task-specificity. Rational combination of different stimulation protocols
may yield better clinical outcomes, such as PAS integrating cortical and peripheral stimulation. Further, precision medicine incorporating patient-tailored stimulation and rehabilitation training might be more effective in motor rehabilitation. The development of precise and flexible computational models of electrical
stimulation modalities can facilitate understanding of current
flow and refining electrotherapy designs. The latest technological
advancements, such as self-powered, high density microelectrodes, and the minimally invasive electrical stimulation tools,
indicate more precise and localized stimulation modalities. Additionally, measurements with adequate spatial and temporal resolution may reveal the neurophysiological properties during/following electrical stimulation and the underlying motor control
and recovery mechanisms. Thus, closed-loop electrical stimulation with neural feedback provides higher temporal resolution
and real-time control, whereas optimal artifact removal algohttps://doi.org/10.5853/jos.2019.03027
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rithms might be pivotal for such systems. Lastly, all the stimulation devices and protocols should be guaranteed safe and
well-tolerated in practical applications.

Conclusions
Electrical stimulation protocols have shown great clinical potential in post-stroke motor recovery. More precise and effective motor restoration strategies may further benefit individual
stroke subjects. Subsequent studies should expand the detailed
modulatory mechanisms of the existing modalities and translate the state-of-art techniques to improve the treatment of
stroke survivors and people with other movement disorders.
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